
 
SHE CHOCOLATE—by Lisa Lister 

 
I have worked with SHE chocolate - ceremonial grade cacao - for over 8 years in sacred 
ceremony with women as a way to open the heart and womb to receive + heal. For me 
working with SHE chocolate as a plant teacher is entering into a sacred relationship with 
SHE, the cacao deva. IXcacao, She-Cacao is a rich, abundant, sexy Earth Goddess, a Dakini 
handmaiden to move sexual energy for awakening, and a deeply powerful force of pure 
Shakti. It gives me access to my inner knowing. The chocolate, if you allow it will take you 
right down into your belly, into your womb, into your core and give you instant access to 
your SHE Power.  (Basically, cacao is biochemically blueprinted to stimulate your sex centre, 
sensual body, brain, heart and nervous system in all the right ways to make us feel 
reeeeeallly good. YUM!) 

There are many ways you can work with cacao, but I highly recommend working specifically 
with cacao that is sourced, harvested and prepared for ceremonial, ritual and 
transformational use + having a fierce reverence for her potency as a plant teacher. I don’t 
just stick her in my morning smoothie, if I’m working with Ma Cacao, I set aside a few hours 
+ go into deep communion with her and her medicine. 

 

HOW TO PREPARE TO GO INTO RITUAL WITH CACAO 

Create a sacred space. 

Do not eat for at least 3 hours before your cacao ceremony. Having an empty stomach does 
aid a faster assimilation of the medicine, which is helpful for ceremonial work. The cacao 
elixir itself is rich and nourishing, so eat lightly some hours beforehand with gentle, 
alkaline-based foods, avoiding alcohol, cow dairy, and high levels of stimulants such as 
refined sugar and caffeine. 

Please note that cacao does not mix well in particular with cow dairy products, and caffeine 
can activate a jittery aspect of the medicine that isn’t usually present when working with a 
full ceremonial dose. Cacao contains virtually no caffeine itself but adding caffeine to it can 
react with theobromine, which is a sister-stimulant. 

Keep well hydrated with plain water before entering ceremony. 

The recommended ceremonial cacao dose is no more than 57 grams {2 oz.}. Each journey 
with ma cacao is utterly unique and the amount of cacao that you work with is dependent 
on your capacity to really honour and listen to your body.  

It takes around 20-30 minutes before the cacao medicine begins to enter into the blood 
stream, so I usually prepare a soundscape of music that I listen to and move my body gently 
to as the medicine moves through my body. I then create a nest and lay down to receive. 

Really, how you prepare your cacao is totally up to you, and allow yourself to be called to 
what feels good, I share recipes in all my books, Code Red, Love Your Lady Landscape + 
Witch but my current favourite is combining it with Damiana Tea for total womb + heart 
opening pleasure. SIGH. 



 

SHE CHOCOLATE  
 
57g ceremonial cacao 2 teaspoons of Damiana tea  

150ml hot water 

1 spoonful of agave honey/maple syrup/other natural sweetener 1 pinch of cinnamon 

1 pinch of himalayan salt 

1 teaspoon of vanilla paste 

1 teaspoon of bee pollen 

(I make a pretty concentrated version, so change the measurements accordingly, this is 
alchemy.) 

1. Take 2 heaped tablespoons of Damiana tea  
2. Add 150 ml of hot water. 
3. chop + grate the cacao. 
4. (I cheat and put it in the nutribullet, but put in small lumps + turn the blender on in 

short sharp bursts, otherwise it gets too hot)  
5. Place the tea into a glass bowl and keep the pan beneath it warm.  
6. Add the cacao + salt + honey + cinnamon + vanilla paste 
7. Stir while whispering sweet invocations + prayers. 
8. Pour into a glass  
9. Add a teaspoon of bee pollen 
10. Set it on your altar, say a prayer of thanks to the goddess  IXcacao and enter into 

ritual with Ma Cacao.   
 
Note: you don’t have to use tea you can just used hot water, or you can work with hibiscus or 
raspberry leaf tea for a real womb love combo. You can also add any plant extracts, tonics, 
tinctures, edible essential oils and other potent medicines-helpers to your elixir, take full 
responsibility for yourself + do your research before consuming. 
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